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About INTI
One of the most respected and trusted names in Malaysia’s private higher education, INTI International 
University & Colleges celebrates more than 30 years of empowering young minds with over 65,000 
graduates to testify to the quality education it delivers. INTI provides access to the global resources, 
best practices, teaching methods, international faculty and learning management systems that are 
truly world class.
 
With a strong focus on innovative learning and the integration of technology into the classrooms, 
INTI emphasizes an education that is tailored to the needs of tomorrow’s leaders.

INTI’s Enrolment to Employment initiative is also instrumental in helping INTI students develop the 
skills, knowledge and capabilities as they become the game changers of the future. Our collaborations 
with Industry Partners have laid the foundation for our positive student outcomes in employability, and 
this is a reflection of the skills and capabilities our students are able to demonstrate.

of INTI graduates 
are employed within 
6 MONTHS 
of graduation 

99%

of INTI graduates 
are PAID HIGHER
than the market 
minimum average

91%

of INTI graduates 
get job offers 
BEFORE 
they graduate

60%
INTI GRADUATE 
EMPLOYABILITY 
SURVEY 2017 
VALIDATED BY
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STRUCTURED INTERNSHIPS
As they will be a part of a highly 
practical discipline, engineers require 
extensive hands on experience for their 
career advancement. INTI students from 
every engineering specialisation are 
given the opportunity to participate in 
highly structured internships and gain 
actual insights into the intensive work 
environment of engineers. INTI’s accredited 
industry partners include Motorola, Intel, 
Keysight, ASE, Inari, Venture, Lumileds, 
Knowles, Ceedec, Aemulus, B. Braun, SAM, 
Osram, Solarvest and more. Through these 
close collaborations with established 
employers, students gain invaluable work 
experiences even before they graduate and 
acquire the confidence and exposure they 
need to prepare them for working life.

The impact of Engineering on the advancement of civilisation is 
innumerable. From the processors that run our smartphones, to 
the power plants that keep our cities lit, to the skyscrapers that 
seem to touch the sky and planes that travel across continents 
daily, the mastery and application of engineering affects and 
improves every aspect of how we work, live, connect and travel.

As new technologies come into play so do new possibilities that 
arise for the next generation of engineers. By mastering the study 
and application of the art and science of Engineering, you can 
improve every aspect of life itself while enjoying a successful 
career anywhere in the world. Secure the blueprint for your future 
and build your career with INTI.

BUILD YOUR 
FUTURE

EMPLOYER PROJECTS
Throughout the course of their work, 
engineers often interact with professionals 
from other fields and across various 
disciplines, while working under challenging 
conditions. To prepare them for the working 
world, students from INTI are assigned 
employer projects that span a three month 
period and reflect actual engineering 
challenges encountered by today’s global 
companies. 

During this time, students will work with a 
multi-disciplinary team of fellow engineers 
and other professionals to fulfil their 
assigned employer project. To date, INTI 
graduates have completed major projects 
with companies such as Motorola Solutions, 

Intel, Keysight, Robert Bosch, QAV, Knowles 
Electronics, Flex and many more. Upon 
completion of these projects, students 
are given the opportunity to present their 
findings to their employers, including senior 
management teams from the organisation. 
Many of these employers have also gone 
on to implement the  solutions presented, 
testifying to the quality and capabilities 
of INTI students. Exceptional students who 
excel during their employer projects are often 
offered positions even before they graduate.

With total worth of USD 45,000 been awarded in 2018, INTI continues to earn recognition from 
Motorola Solutions as an important incubator for STEM talents within the Penang state. 
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This accreditation ensures that INTI INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY Engineering Graduates will have the 
following benefits in countries who are signatories 
of the Washington Accord:
•	 Prospects	to	register	as	a	Graduate	Engineer	
 with Board of Engineers Malaysia (BEM) 
 or the relevant professional bodies in 
 other countries who are signatories under the  

Washington Accord
•	 Pathways	to	becoming	a	Professional	or		 	

Chartered Engineer
•	 Guarantee	that	graduates	are	considered	as		

having met international academic standards  
for engineering practice

International Recognition
INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY Engineering 
Degrees	are	Accredited	Professionally	by	the	
Engineering Accreditation Council and Recognized 
by the Board of Engineers Malaysia (BEM) and 
are therefore recognized internationally under 
the Washington Accord. Recognition under the 
Washington Accord allows for INTI engineering 
programmes to be recognized by countries such 
as Australia, Canada, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Ireland, 
Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, 
Singapore, South Africa, Turkey, Russia, the 
United Kingdom and the United States who are all 
signatories of the accord.

This consents INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
graduates to be recognized in these countries 
for career opportunities towards achieving 
Professional/Chartered	Engineer	status	or	
for further education progression locally and 
internationally.

This recognition is of paramount reputation to the 
engineering education in Malaysia as graduates 
from INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY under 
the Washington Accord signatory countries are 
considered as meeting the academic standard for 
practices in engineering at the international level.
Please	refer	to	http://www.bem.org.my/v3/
listofaccreditedprogrammes.html

The above benefits are applicable in the following 
countries, which are signatory to the Washington 
Accord:
“Signatories have full rights of participation in 
the Accord; qualifications accredited or recognised 
by other signatories are recognised by each 
signatory as being substantially equivalent to 
accredited or recognised qualifications within its 
own	jurisdiction”	http://www.ieagreements.org/
Washington-Accord/signatories.cfm

.................................................................................................................

PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS
Benefits for Certified Engineering Technologists
SIET’S certification programmes enjoy 
a worldwide reputation for Engineering 
Technologists.

Employers
An SIET certification will let employers know 
that the certification earner has mastered a 
significant body of knowledge in a specific field 
he	/	she	is	engaged	in	the	industry	and	has	met	
specified eligibility requirements. This knowledge 
will serve as the springboard for a certification 
earner’s continued professional development in 
his field in industry.

Certified Professionals
As SIET certified professional you will broaden 
your knowledge base. You be able to stand out 
from the crowd and may improve your options for 
being	hired,	promoted,	and/or	tapped	for	working	
on certain types of projects.

Society
More knowledgeable Engineering Technologists 
who can serve for the betterment of society as 
a whole, for current generations and for new 
generations.

SIET encourages its members who pass through 
its certification program to use the knowledge 
gained to improve the world around us.

Other Benefits
Use	of	SIET	Professional	title	after	member’s	
name which reflects a member’s qualifications, 
experience and maturity:-

SIET Certified Scheme title after Certified 
member’s name which reflects a member’s 
professional status and recognition globally.

•	 Certificate	of	Registration	as	a	Certified	
 Technical Specialist, “CertTS”
•	 Certificate	of	Registration	as	a	Certified	
 Engineering Technologist, “CertET”
•	 Certificate	of	Registration	as	a	Certified	
 Engineering Associate, “CertEA”

Networking
•	 Global	networking.
•	 A	platform	for	the	engineers,	engineering			

technologists and technicians to build rapport,  
and to share experience and professional views

EAC
INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY Engineering 
Degrees are fully accredited by the Engineering 
Accreditation Council and Recognized by the Board 
of Engineers Malaysia (BEM) which is a signatory to 
the Washington Accord.

CIVIL 
ENGINEERING
INTI’s undergraduate programmes for Civil 
Engineering empowers you with the skills to 
design, develop, manufacture, construct and 
maintain civil engineering products, systems 
and services. 

Professional Accreditation
INTI’s programmes are  fully accredited by the 
Engineering Accreditation Council Malaysian 
(EAC), following the terms of the Washington 
Accord. They are also certified by the Chartered 
Association of Building Engineers UK (CABE) 
and by the Singapore Institute of Engineering 
Technologists (SIET). The Washington Accord 
entitles graduates to gain membership into the 
International Register of Engineers, while the 
CABE accreditation verifies that the programmes 
meet the regulated standards of Building 
Engineers. Recognition by SIET also means 
that the programme is of a high standard and 
quality which  enables INTI graduates to seek 
employment anywhere in the world.

Highly Qualified Academic Staff
INTI’s faculty members, all of whom are 
professionally qualified engineers with a 
majority	possessing	PhDs	in	various	engineering	
disciplines. Collectively the faculty has published 
more than 15 academic papers, have been 
invited as key note speakers for a number of 
industry and academic talks, and have filed a 
number of patents. These achievements are also 
instrumental in their efforts to ensure the high 
standards of excellence that the programme is 
known for.

Extracurricular Activities
Regular site visits are integrated as a part of the 
curriculum to enable students to interact with 
working professionals in their area of expertise 
and to gain exposure. In the past, students  
visited and experienced a number of onsite 
engineering challenges, including spillways at 
the Cameron Highlands dam and the complexity 
of	building	the	second	Penang	Bridge.

Students are also given the opportunity to 
participate in a host of competitions at  local and 
international levels. Engineering students from 
INTI secured several awards at the challenging 
2018 ‘Introducing and Demonstrating 
Earthquake Engineering Research in Schools’ 
(IDEERS) competition in Taiwan. The awards 
are - Best Engineering (Structural) Design, Best 
Architectural	Design,	Best	Presentation	Award,	
and	Most	Preferable	Award.		
 
International Articulation
INTI maintains articulation agreements with 
the prestigious University of Leeds, UK and the 
University	of	Portsmouth,	UK	providing	diploma	
students with the opportunity to join either 
university with a one year equivalent of credit 
exemptions when progressing to a degree.

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING DEGREES 
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION - ACCREDITED BY WASHINGTON ACCORD

INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY Engineering 
Degrees are recognized by the Singapore Institute 
of Engineering Technologists.

SINGAPORE INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGISTS (SIET, 
SINGAPORE)

INTI International University engineering students won several awards at the 2018 IDEERS competition in Taiwan.
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QUANTITY 
SURVEYING
The programme exposes students to cost 
planning, cost control, build development 
techniques, building research, measurement 
software application and more, which enable 
them to manage the financial and procurement 
processes of construction projects.

Professional Accreditation
INTI’s Quantity Surveying programmes have been 
recognised and fully accredited by the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), UK 
and the Board of Quantity Surveyors, Malaysia 
(BQSM). This attests to the international 
standards upheld by the programmes and 
enables graduates to work anywhere in the world 
with their degree.

International Articulation
Articulation agreements allow INTI students to 
enjoy study trips to the Queensland University 
of Technology (QUT), Australia, the University 
of West of England (UWE), and the University 
of	Portsmouth	in	the	UK.	This	enables	students	
to enjoy a fresh perspective  in the field of 
quantity surveying, and gain  the opportunity to 
interact with fellow students in an exciting new 
environment.

Strategic Industry Partnerships
INTI is one of the first institutions of private 
learning to collaborate with Glodon, an 
internationally recognised industrial software 
system, to integrate its software into its 
curriculum. Glodon Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) software, Cubicost is a widely 
used BIM integrated solution for the construction 
industry players.  

Personalised Development
Upon graduation, each student is conferred 
a personalised file that lists their academic 
results, their extracurricular activities and also 
their certificates of achievement and awards 
earned during their time at INTI. With this 
portfolio, graduates are able to offer a highly 
persuasive showcase of their academic journey 
and achievements to future employers.

ELECTRICAL & 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING
The programme enables students to master 
a number of key competencies, including 
Electronic Circuit Analysis, Control Systems, 
Electric	Machines	&	Electric	Power	Systems,	
Telecommunications as well as the application 
of ICT knowledge for engineering analysis, 
simulation and control in both public or private 
enterprise.

Strategic Partnership With Industry Partners
Over the last four years, INTI has received the 
Motorola Solutions Foundation grant, a cash 
award which has been offered as scholarships to 
students with excellent academic achievements 
and the potential to contribute towards the 
enhancement and innovation of Malaysia’s E&E 
sector.

Extensive Extracurricular Activities
INTI students gain access to international 
competitions, including the Laureate Award 
for Excellence in Robotic Engineering which 
sees teams from all over the world vying for the 
award. In 2017, INTI students were named as the 
First Runner Up in the competition in Brazil. In 
this award enabled students to apply what they 
had learnt in the classroom to the development 
of an innovative solution. This helps them to 
enhance their capabilities and gain an edge in 
today’s competitive workplace.

Enhancement Programmes
Employability in today’s challenging workplace 
not only requires academic excellence but also 
a strong acumen in soft skills. INTI provides 
enhancement programmes that include 
training in Microsoft Office tools and effective 
communication skills. These add to the skills and 
capabilities graduates take with them when they 
enter the workplace. 

Project Based Learning (PBL)
To familiarise students with current industry 
practices as well as to offer them invaluable 
exposure to the workplace, INTI organises 
Project	Based	Learning	(PBL)	programmes	in	
Year 2. Students are assigned a group project in 
consultation with a reputable industry partner, 
and will have to complete a thesis to fulfil their 
academic requirements. 

MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING
Almost every aspect of modern industry relies 
on mechanical engineering. Students pursuing 
this programme will master the skills needed 
to conceive and produce the moving parts, 
components and machinery required in every 
aspect of manufacturing, and will be exposed to 
the theoretical and practical aspects of this field.

Professional Accreditation
INTI’s Mechanical Engineering programmes have 
received full accreditation by the Engineering 
Accreditation Council (EAC) Malaysia under 
the Washington Accord. This attests to the 
reputability of the course contents and also 
confers membership to qualifying members 
to join the International Register of Engineers. 
Membership to the Register allows members 
to gain global access and the ability to work 
anywhere in the world.  

International Articulation
The  Australian Group of Eight, which consists 
of Australia’s eight leading research universities 
and several notable UK universities, has 
formally recognised the course contents of INTI’s 
Mechanical Engineering programmes,  providing 
students a beneficial articulation pathway to 
several of these leading universities. Qualified 
students from INTI’s Diploma in Mechanical 
Engineering programme can continue their 
degrees abroad with a maximum exemption of 
two years’ credit transfers. 

Realistic Practical Experience
In addition to internships and projects based on 
real-world scenarios, students are also exposed 
and given the opportunity to participate in a 
number of challenging events at both national 
and international levels. INTI students  from 
various semesters take part in an Engineering 
Fair that showcases their projects while the 
bi-annual INTIgenieur Challenge sees final year 
Engineering students showcasing their most 
innovative designs. Teams of students also 
regularly participate in the Annual International 
Robot Design competition where they design 
robots to fulfil a specific task.

2nd place at the 2017 Laureate Award for Excellence
in Robotics Engineering Contest in Brazil

BIM Development Centre powered by INTI and Glodon was launched to prepare career-ready professionals and embrace new standards and market trends.
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LIFETIME EXPERIENCES. 
LOCAL FEES*, INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES
STUDY TOURS 
INTI offers study tours for qualified students to other institutions. This provides them with a taste of life 
abroad and allows them to gain international experiences, both academically and culturally. 

* Terms and Conditions Apply

Southern New Hampshire University
UNITED STATES

Established in 1932, the university 
has been at the forefront of academic 
excellence with accreditation by the 
New England Association of Schools 
and Colleges as well as several other 
accrediting bodies. Students can pursue 
their education at the sprawling 300 acre 
campus in Manchester, New Hampshire, or 
at its numerous regional centers or online. 

University of Hertfordshire
UNITED KINGDOM

Swiftly gaining recognition as the UK’s 
leading business-facing university, the 
University of Hertfordshire is an exemplar 
in the education sector and achieved the 
top gold ranking in the Government's 
Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) 2018.

 

University of Wollongong
AUSTRALIA

A young and vibrant academic institution, 
the University of Wollongong has built a 
reputation for world-class research and 
some of the most career-ready graduates 
in the world for nine years in a row. The 
university ranked among the top 2 percent 
of universities worldwide among a host of 
other awards.

WORLD RENOWNED 
COLLABORATION 
WITH PRESTIGIOUS 
UNIVERSITIES

INTI offers exclusive franchise 
degrees and dual award degree 
programmes in partnership 
with some of the world’s 
highest rated universities. 
These partnerships help 
to enhance your academic 
credentials and offer you 
access to some of the most 
established institutions of 
higher learning globally.
 

Blue Mountains International Hotel 
Management School at Torrens  
University
AUSTRALIA

Recognised as one of the world’s 
leading providers of Hotel Management 
programmes, Blue Mountains offers an 
internationally recognised curriculum 
based on the renowned Swiss hotel school 
model of teaching and learning. Blue 
Mountains is ranked the Number 1 Hotel 
Management	School	in	the	Asia	Pacific	and	
Australia (TNS Survey 2017)

Coventry University
UNITED KINGDOM

With roots dating as far back as 1843, 
Coventry University has a proud tradition 
of offering high quality education with an 
emphasis on applied research. Students 
enjoy exceptional project and placement 
opportunities with leading cutting 
edge organisations who in turn provide 
enhanced employability opportunities 
upon graduation. Coventry University has 
been ranked No.12 UK University by the 
Guardian University Guide 2018.

Sheffield Hallam University
UNITED KINGDOM

A modern university with a long and proud 
history dating back to the 19th century, the 
university is an integral part of the UK’s 
largest practising community of artists 
and designers outside of London and is 
a benchmark for the creative industry. 
Sheffield was ranked 81% for international 
excellence in the national 2014 Research 
Excellence Framework and ranked second 
among the modern universities in the UK 
for art and design research.

Study Tour to Alibaba HQ in Hangzhou, China

SEE THE 
WORLD
WITH INTI

International Exposure



As a trailblazer in education for over three decades, INTI has been at the forefront 
of education innovation by offering an academic curriculum that is not only industry 
relevant but is also immensely effective.  

INTI integrates an array of proven approaches to teaching combined with revolutionary applications of 
technology in the classroom such as the innovative Blackboard Learning Management System. Combined with 
a world class curriculum that incorporates industry-relevant courses in tandem with real-world scenarios and 
projects, INTI graduates are highly employable and empowered to make a positive difference from day one.

THE FUTURE
OF LEARNING
IS HERE

Innovative Learning

 

 

INDUSTRY-RELEVANT PROGRAMMES
Today’s work environment is more fast paced than ever before, demanding a host of 21st century skills  that young professionals 
must demonstrate in order to excel and succeed. Recognising the importance of addressing the needs of both students and the 
industry, INTI has remained at the forefront in ensuring the employability and job-readiness of its graduates. Each and every course 
taught at INTI integrates industry-relevant curriculum that is constantly evaluated for relevance. 

As part of that goal, INTI lecturers undergo Faculty Industry Attachment (FIA) programmes where they are seconded to top industry 
partners for several months. Lecturers go through an orientation and on-boarding process including real-world scenarios in order to 
gain an in-depth understanding of what a new graduate hire will experience and what are the current demands of the job market. 

INTI has established Industry Advisory Boards (IAB) that call upon active and influential professionals as well as recognised 
leaders in each industry ranging from Business, Engineering, Hospitality, Art and Design, and Information Technology to advise the 
academic boards on curriculum design and course delivery. This ensures that students will acquire the knowledge and soft skills 
that can be immediately applied from the first day of work.

REAL WORLD EMPLOYER PROJECTS
INTI maintains close ties with the world’s leading companies to enable students to gain invaluable work experience before 
graduation. To date, INTI has collaborated with over 450 top-tier employers across a host of industries such as Microsoft,  
General Electric and Mercedes-Benz, and is constantly expanding its list of collaborative partners to ensure industry relevance.

As part of their programme syllabus, INTI students are divided into teams with complementary skill sets and assigned to projects 
that critically test their knowledge and allow them to develop and apply their soft skills to actual business scenarios. These 
projects allow students to experience first-hand challenges faced by businesses while learning to apply industry best practices in 
actual conditions faced in the real world. Upon graduation, an INTI student will have a decisive edge with a storehouse of practical 
experiences and worldwide employability.

EFFECTIVE ONLINE LEARNING FOR A NEW AGE
The cornerstone of INTI’s world-class learning methodology is the 
Blackboard Learning Management System that is integrated into many 
programmes taught at INTI. With Blackboard, learning does not only 
happen in the classroom, it happens everywhere. 

Blackboard isn’t just about reading course notes. It’s a holistic, 
integrated system to collaborate and interact with fellow students and 
lecturers. Students can offer and gain feedback from their peers on 
coursework and perform self-assessments while learning in a safe, 
nurturing and holistic environment that encourages creativity, critical 
thinking, and collaboration. 

Classes become active forums to interact and grow as students 
share knowledge and collaborate with their peers. This personalised, 
interactive approach to learning results in well-rounded, highly 
motivated individuals who gain critical thinking skills and the 
motivation to give them an extra edge in the global workforce.

MEASURABLE ASSESSMENTS
Students enrolled at INTI gain a bird’s eye view and are able to develop 
a road map for their academic progress through INTI’s revolutionary 
Blackboard system which allows course supervisors to monitor every 
aspect of a student’s performance from their attendance to the quality 
of their coursework and much more. 

Course supervisors are also able to actively monitor, advise and pinpoint 
areas for improvement and offer consistent feedback to ensure students 
can address the weaknesses in their academic performance. This 
directly impacts student success and ensures better student outcomes.

CLIENT: MAYBANK MALAYSIA
MAYBANK RECRUITMENT 
DRIVE PROJECT

CLIENT: POLYMER COMPOSITE ASIA (PCA)
MECHANICAL ENGINEEERING  
DESIGN PROJECT

CLIENT: MOO COW INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD
MOO COW MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROJECT  
ON FUNCTIONAL FOOD

Students from Diploma in Business course together with  
mentors from Maybank’s Go Ahead Challenge team.

Our Mechanical Engineering students received the award  
from Shell International and they were offered internship 
at PCA.

Students from Art & Design diploma and degree courses  
together with representative from Moo Cow.

“Collaborating with GE is a new trend in learning, the experience gave me valuable 
knowledge on skills and attributes that would initiate fresh graduates today. Students who 
are privileged to have this hands on learning experience in a relevant learning environment 
with academics, will prove to be the best graduates in their field. Faculty Industrial 
Attachment (FIA) is what Outcome Based Education is all about.” 

Ir Gerald Victor  PEng, CEng, MIEM, MIMechE UK

Senior Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering Department, 
Faculty of Engineering and Quantity Surveying, INTI International University
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(left to right) Ir Gerald Victor with fellow FIA participant from INTI, Ms Kannaki Narayansany 
along with INTI’s Career Services representatives, Matthew Keough and HR managers from GE



BUILD YOUR PERSONAL BRAND
Every year, more and more graduates join the workforce. Among a sea of graduates, 
there’s only one decisive way to stand out from the crowd and to get the job that you 
want - to demonstrate outstanding 21st century skills and gain work experience even 
before you graduate.

STAND OUT FROM
THE CROWD
WITH EXCEPTIONAL
EMPLOYABILITY
SKILLS

Individual Development

 

 

HANDS-ON LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Practical knowledge from the get-go

INTI endeavours to include practical 
experiences in every programme it offers. 
From practical workshops taught by local 
and international guest lecturers and 
industry practitioners who share the ins 
and outs of the working world, to hands-on 
practical projects initiated by potential 
employers.

LINKEDIN
Building your personal brand and your link to a 
world of opportunities
The world’s leading professional networking site, 
LinkedIn is used by industry professionals to connect 
with one another, enhance their visibility in the 
competitive job space and access jobs worldwide. 
INTI has established a collaboration with LinkedIn 
that leverages its powerful connections, and offers 
training for students to create their personal brand 
and profile that elevates their opportunities for 
employability. To get INTI students started on their 
profile, regular workshops are conducted to teach 
students how to create a compelling resume that 
will resonate with potential employers. With a 
complete, job-ready LinkedIn profile even before they 
graduate, INTI students have the perfect platform to 
build and enhance their personal brand.

GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
Increase your skills with the latest digital tools 
from the experts 
Google Activate is an extracurricular program 
by Google in partnership with INTI International 
University & Colleges, where students reach out and 
help small business owners in their community to 
take their first step towards digitization and growing 
their businesses. Students will have access to 
free, face-to-face and online courses in Google My 
Business and related digital solutions, which will 
help them develop their own competencies in digital 
brand development. Open to all students, this 
program offers practical experiences in digitizing 
businesses and improving brand visibility, important 
competencies for students entering the 21st century 
workplace or in their own entrepreneurial pursuits.

MICROSOFT VIRTUAL ACADEMY
Master skills from one of the world’s biggest 
names in technology 
Through INTI’s close ties with Microsoft, students 
enjoy access to the prestigious Microsoft Virtual 
Academy. This portal is designed and managed by 
Microsoft to offer cutting edge courses in a host 
of topics on technology, and covers everything 
from coding to mobile app development in 14 
different languages. INTI students get access to 
these courses for free and those who successfully 
master these subjects will receive certifications and 
credibility for their future employment.

BI-ANNUAL PARENT/TEACHER MEETINGS
Get valuable feedback and grow 
To keep abreast of a student’s academic progress at 
INTI, both students and lecturers have access to the 
Blackboard Academic Learning system which helps 
them	track	the	areas	for	improvement.	Parents	and	
caregivers are also invited twice a year to meet 
with the student’s lecturers and academic staff to 
discuss their academic performance and explore 
ways to enhance it.

THE MENTOR-MENTEE PROGRAMME
Expand your social circles and future horizons
New students and international arrivals at INTI 
are paired up with a senior student who acts as a 
role model and offers assistance in easing them 
into academic life. The mentor-mentee programme 
effectively supports new students to form social 
bonds and helps them become a part of the 
close-knit INTI community. These social bonds are 
invaluable and provide a significant part of the 
support a student receives during their journey at 
INTI.
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EMPLOYER PROJECT  
IN BIM (BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING)

Project Title:
BIM workflow in Interdisciplinary Academic 
Environment

Programme:
Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Quantity 
Surveying 

THE ISSUE
To apply the theoretical knowledge of using 
BIM	in	Simulated	Construction	Project

THE PROJECT BRIEF
A mirroring project titled, “BIM Workflow in 
Interdisciplinary Academic Environment” was 
conducted between Universidad Europea, 
Spain, and INTI International University on 
a school building project. INTI International 
University students from Civil Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, and Quantity 
Surveying disciplines (who were consulted 
by lecturers from the respective disciplines) 
worked together with the university, to design  
and generate BIM models. They designed 

and generated BIM models in terms of 
architectural, structural and mechanical 
designs, which further contributed to energy 
and clash analysis. 24 of INTI International 
University students were divided into 
six key teams, and coordinated with the 
representatives of Universidad Europea in 
completing the task by 25th of April 2018.

APPLYING CLASSROOM KNOWLEDGE
The students applied classroom knowledge 
such as measurement techniques, and BIM 
application skills, to complete the project.

THE OUTCOME
The result was a success, as it improved 
students’ knowledge and understanding of 
construction drawings and technologies, and 
enhanced their visualisation. They gained a 
deeper understanding of what the project was 
all about, through the collaboration with the 
partner university. The students also received 
an opportunity to interact with the professional 
team, and learned a lot about the construction 
procedures.

Key Learnings
This project has successfully helped 
students improve their measurement skills 
in both manual and software approaches. 
Furthermore, they had the chance to enhance 
their presentation skills and public speaking 
techniques. The students were also able to 
describe the designs, and plan a process of a 
construction project.

EMPLOYER
PROJECTS
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EMPLOYER PROJECT WITH 
VILTECH TECHNOLOGY

EMPLOYER PROJECT
WITH POLYMER

Project Title:
Accelerated Reliability Test and Investigation 
of	Discoloration	of	Vinyl	Material	in	Polymer	
Composite Asia

Programme:
Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in Mechanical 
Engineering 

THE ISSUE
Polymer	Composite	Asia	proposed	a	final	year	
project on the study of vinyl material. The 
vinyl material is used widely in the corporate 
signage industry, and it is exposed to various 
extreme outdoor environment – which often 
results in discoloration. According to clients, 
the discoloration on the vinyl material should 
only occur at least after the 7th year of usage. 
After that, they would need to carry out a 
reliability test on the material, to prove that the 
discoloration should at least start after the 7th 
year mark, under extreme conditions. A model 
is needed to be designed and fabricated, by 
including all the parameters by the replication 
of the extreme environment. A more detailed 
study about the material, and the factors that 
lead to discoloration also needed to be taken 
seriously.

THE PROJECT BRIEF
To complete this project, students were 
expected to use CAD software such as Inventor, 
and design a model as a testing simulator to 
replicate the environment. They needed to 3D 
print the design for the model as a testing 
simulator, and also conduct experiments 
to measure the reliability of the material, 
using various formulas upon a steady state 
availability system.

APPLYING CLASSROOM KNOWLEDGE
Students applied classroom knowledge 
such as solid mechanics, materials, 
design, engineering drawing, and reliability 
methodology to execute the project.

THE OUTCOME
Students were able to conduct thorough 
research on the characteristics of vinyl 
materials, and factors that affect the 
discoloration of them, used in Shell corporate 
signage. They were able to understand the 
relationship between mean time to failure, 
mean time between failures, and mean time 
to repair to deliver a probability formula, that 
would aid the reliability test for the materials. 
They also managed to conduct an aggressive 
programme of accelerated life to test for the 
discoloration of vinyl materials. In addition, the 
students learned how to determine the mean 
time to failure of each factor, to identify the 
most significant factor towards discoloration 
of the materials. They also designed a model 
as a testing simulator by replicating the site 
environment. In the end, they successfully 
verified the solution data with experimental 
measurements, in terms of reliability, for a 7 
year guarantee period of usage.

KEY LEARNINGS
Through this collaboration project, students 
learned how to deal with real life projects, 
and understand the constraints given by the 
client and industry. An opportunity to work 
alongside engineers in the industry were 
also in their favour, which provided them a 
greater perspective, and value to their learning 
experience. These industrial collaborations 
introduced students to real world challenges 
– where experienced supervisors from the 
industry and faculty are able to provide 
different perspectives, with a good balance 
of theoretical foundation, and proper problem 
solving process.

Project Title: 
Proximity	InfoBase	System	
(Mobile App Development and Web Based 
Content Management System)

Course:       
3+0 Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering - Final Year 
Project	

3 students were asked to help in the 
development	of	Proximity	InfoBase	System	for	
their Final year projects with Viltech Technology 
Sdn Bhd

THE PROJECT BRIEF
To create a location based contextual 
information system using mobile , web and 
Bluetooth 4.0 technology (BLE). For indoor and 
outdoor. Close proximity (10cm to 100m).

THE REAL TEST
Viltech Technology Sdn Bhd shall provide BLE 
devices (Beacon) for development purposes. 
INTI students to provide the server to host 
content,	iPhone	and	Android	phone	to	test	the	
system

CULTIVATING AN ALL-AROUND EXPERIENCE
This collaboration has exposed the students 
to the industrial experiences hence they could 
taste the working live with certain deadlines 
and expectation from the industry.  The 
students are able to work and cooperated 
with the staff in Viltech Technology Sdn 
Bhd to work in the teamwork to deliver good 
result. Students learned to utilize many types 
of software for Mobile App development 
example “Objective C, Java, HTML, Javascript, 
AngularJS, Cordova and Ionic “ and Web 
Application	development	experience	using	ASP.
net,	PHP	and		Drupal”	and	self-learning	to	use	
these software.

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME OPPORTUNITIES
In the future, these students will have strong 
programming skills to work with different 
hardware and software.  Throughout this 
project the students have learned how projects 
are being carried out in the industry with tight 
deadline and how they must delivery to meet 
requirement.
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HEAR WHAT
OUR ALUMNI SAY

ALBERT WOON
Position:	Civil	Servant,	Singapore	
Course of study at INTI: 3+0 Bachelor of Engineering (Hons)
in Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Bradford, UK

“  INTI alumnus Albert Woon did us proud when he won the National 
Transport Gold Award for Leadership  in 2015. Currently attached to the Singapore 
civil service, Albert enrolled in the programme, and later went on to pursue 
his	Project	Management	Professional	certification	and	Prince2	Practitioner	
certification.  

I chose to join INTI because of its reputation as one of the best local colleges with 
one of the highest graduate employability rates. My lecturer from my previous 
colleges was also instrumental in encouraging me to take up this course and to 
explore the job opportunities pursuing this course could open up for me. With a 
strong paper qualification, I was able to secure a job with the Singapore Civil 
Service quite quickly, so I’m really glad I made the right choice from the start!

I learned so many things at INTI, even outside of the classroom. Spending time 
with  my friends helped me realise that we can learn new things by observing 
the actions of others. My mentors at colleges gave me many useful pointers on 
what is the best and worst way to handle a problem. One of the most important 
things I learnt  at INTI was the importance of time management, whether by being 
punctual to classes or meeting deadlines for assignments. 

By overcoming the problems and challenges I faced in my college projects, I 
learned that success is more than just achieving broad goals and big objectives. 
It means knowing how to minimize the wastage of input, to reduce the 
unproductive use of scarce resources and to consider all the factors of production, 
to be mindful of cost overruns and to be aware of the consequences from a failure 
to meet deadlines. All these experiences provided me with a learning curve that 
helped me to excel at my current job.

My advice to students who are about to enter the working world is to have 
Integrity, commitment, and to adopt the correct mindset. One of the biggest global 
issues facing  businesses  today is the lack of honesty and integrity in business 
conduct. Learn what it takes to always do the right things, and not just doing 
things right.  ”

AMEER AZHAR FADZILAN
Job	title:	Product	Engineer,	Misi	Setia	Oil	&	Gas	Sdn	Bhd
Course of study at INTI: B.Eng. (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering

“ At	only	27	years	old,	Ameer	Azhar	Fadzilan	is	a	Product	Engineer	with	
company, a seasoned triathlete, a well-known cyclist in the cycling scene, and a 
proud	father	of	two.	Juggling	his	commitment	as	Product	Engineer,	father,	and	
athlete, Amir lists his disciplined time management as a skill that he perfected 
during his years of studying and playing sports in INTI. Sports aside, Amir tells us 
how INTI’s field trips helped him to find his place in the oil and gas industry. 

When I first visited INTI back in 2009, it still held the status of ‘University 
College’. After learning about the curriculum and the facilities during a campus 
tour, I had full confidence that INTI would achieve full university status. It was 
their partnerships with top universities in the UK and North America that sealed 
the deal for me. True enough in 2010, the Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education 
upgraded INTI University College to INTI International University. I also liked 
that the Nilai campus was away from the busy city as I was able to focus on my 
studies and pursue the various sports activities offered on campus. 

My decision to pursue a career in oil and gas started with university field trips. 
To find where I belonged, I would attend every field trip organised by the School of 
Engineering and learned about the different industries. From those field trips, I 
picked	the	best	company	to	do	my	internship	with	-	PETRONAS	Penapisan	Melaka.	
With	my	internship	experience	with	PETRONAS,	I	found	a	burning	enthusiasm	
to	learn	more	about	the	industry.	Plus,	the	oil	and	gas	sector	had	promising	
opportunities for growth which was a priority in my job search. 

As oil and gas is a demanding industry, the first year of work was very 
challenging. Nonetheless, I made a wide networking circle within professionals 
from the industry and during the first year, I delivered quality work with 
results	that	surpassed	my	KPI.	That	won	me	the	respect	of	my	company’s	top	
management. 

To be prepared for the working world, you need to sharpen your soft skills. As 
much as employers appreciate your qualifications, your soft skills will be the 
deciding factor in whether you land your dream job. Trust me, it’s a challenging 
world out there, so get out of your hostel room and start interacting with everyone, 
participate in extra-curricular activities, and put your hand up for committee 
roles.  ”



FARHAA BIBI NAHEEDA SUDDOO 
Job Title: Civil and Structural Engineer
Course of study at INTI: Bachelor (Hons) in Civil and Structural Engineer,  
Dual Award with University of Bradford, UK  

“ Farhaa Bibi Naheeda Suddoo  always had a burning curiosity about the 
way the world works: How did the roof on our heads come into existence; why are 
the traffic lights the way they are; where does all the rainwater go? The self-
professed science buff tells us how INTI provided her with a platform to achieve 
her dream of becoming a Civil and Structural Engineer. 

I first heard about INTI at a Malaysian Education Fair back in my hometown of 
Mauritius. Having just been awarded a scholarship, I naturally wanted the best 
university I could find to study Civil Engineering. After comparing the curriculum 
and the campus location with other options, there was no question in my mind 
that INTI would be my best choice, as it had a conducive environment, a rigorous 
curriculum and fantastic facilities. I was also attracted by the fact that INTI 
offered a competitive dual award Civil Engineering programme together with the 
University of Bradford, UK. I really liked the ease with which the procedures were 
being carried out, and the fact that assistance was offered throughout my journey 
at INTI International University. 

With peace of mind, I was able to fully concentrate on my studies and make the 
most of my learning environment. My dedicated lecturers, a dynamic course, and 
exposure to so many different facets of the engineering discipline helped me to do 
well in my field of study, and eventually led me to achieve my first class honours 
degree. It’ was the best feeling in the world to make my parents proud after all 
the sacrifices they had made to help me stand on my two feet today. 

In addition to the skill sets I learned at university, I was provided with ample 
learning opportunities that helped me find my place in the professional world. 
During my internship, I met a successful female engineer who was very inspiring. 
She showed me that in the 21st century, the sky is the limit for women in our 
profession. She solidified my ambition to be a civil engineer and to achieve as 
much as she had. 

To be a successful leader, strive harder, be smarter, and better yourself at every 
opportunity. Never be satisfied with who you are today. Remember that you can 
always be better and never stop improving yourself. The working world is cruel, 
but be kind as everyone is facing their own difficulties in life. See the positives 
in every day. Be thankful for your blessings and give back to others who are less 
fortunate. ”  

YADHAVSINGH JADDOO
Job title: Mauritius Tourism Authority
Course of study at INTI: BSc (Hons) Quantity Surveying

“ Once a sheltered boy living in his home country of 
Mauritius, Yadhavsingh Jaddoo saw the importance of expanding 
his horizons by getting an overseas education. After a whirlwind 
four years of living independently and studying 5,560km away 
from home, he made his parents proud by completing an Honours 
Degree in Quantity Surveying. Yadhavsingh has now come full 
circle by returning home to serve his country. He now works with 
the Mauritius Tourism Authority, under the aegis of the Ministry of 
Tourism and External Communications. 

I first heard about INTI when I was looking for a study abroad 
experience. I found that INTI offered the most interesting Quantity 
Surveying programme compared to  other institutions. I liked that 
the degree touched on different aspects of construction, project 
management and its economic impact. It was not only restricted 
to  construction and offered great insights on how to manage any 
project. 

The best way to develop soft skills is by participating in university 
activities and volunteering as an organising committee member. 
You will learn a lot about working in teams and overcoming 
challenges no matter how big they are. For me, the experience 
equipped me with the proper tools to take on both work and 
life challenges. It gave me the confidence in making informed 
decisions, especially during difficult situations. 

To meet people in the industry, attend as many seminars and 
workshops as you can. Networking is very important; it’s as much 
about knowing the right people as it is about having the right 
qualifications. My first job, an internship with a reputable company, 
was secured through strategic networking. 

The secret to effective studying is to look for the interesting aspects 
of the subject you are studying. Look for what your mind craves for 
when it comes to acquiring knowledge, and go satisfy your cravings. 
Studying	is	not	about	sitting	at	the	library	24/7.	Studying	is	about	
learning from experience, trying new things, taking up challenges, 
testing yourself, and most importantly, sharing your knowledge with 
others. ”
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CODE-A-THON COMPETITION 2017
Location: Singapore
A team of five students from the 
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Science	/	Computing	degree	at	
INTI	International	College	Penang	
recently participated in a Code-
a-Thon challenge organised by 
Code for Asia Singapore, and 
successfully won the ‘Most Socially 
Impactful Award’ under the 
university category. The winning 
team was cordially invited to the 
Code-a-Thon closing summit and 
prize-giving ceremony at Google’s 
Asia	Pacific	headquarters	in	
Singapore to receive their award.

LAUREATE AWARD FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN ROBOTICS 
ENGINEERING COMPETITION 2017
Location: Brazil
Finding ingenious ways 
to automate for a greener 
environment, four mechanical 
engineering students from INTI 
International University have 
developed a robot with built-in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to keep 
recreational parks clean, by picking 
up and sorting out garbage for 
recycling. The second year students 
who competed at the Laureate 
Award for Excellence in Robotics 
Engineering held at Universidade 
Salvadore (UNIFACS) in Brazil was 
elated when they successfully 
clinched the 1st runner-up spot in 
the competition.

RUBICON INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS CASE COMPETITION 
2017
Location: Germany
INTI students won third place, 
ahead of teams from Germany at 
the Rubicon International Business 
Case Competition 2017 themed 
‘The Internet of Things (IOT)'. 
Rubicon encourages students to 
participate in this stimulating 
case study competition to develop 
critical thinking skills, where they 
are required to analyze and present 
possible solutions to a panel of 
judges. These cases revolve mostly 
around economic issues faced by 
various countries.

STUDY TRIP TO INDIA 2018
Location: India
A study tour to The Association of 
People	with	Disability	(APD)	in	India	
on 25 June 2018 was organized 
by INTI International University’s 
(INTI)	Physiotherapy	department	as	
part of the programme’s hands-on 
clinical skills training abroad. 
The	Physiotherapy	programme	
helps students to formulate 
physiotherapeutic exercises and 
treatments for patients with 
physical disabilities, by providing 
learning sessions from current 
global industry experts and their 
ongoing initiatives.

UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG 
STUDY TOUR 2018
Location: Australia
Twenty-six students from Centre for 
University	of	Wollongong	Programs,	
INTI International College Subang 
visited University of Wollongong 
(UOW), Sydney on September 
2018. Students gained valuable 
experiences during the one-week 
trip where they get to appreciate 
the innovative ideations from 
UOW Innovation campus. The tour 
allowed students to develop cross-
cultural communication skills and 
learn to deal with local industry 
leaders, expatriates and homestay-
families through cultural exchange 
activities. They also visited 
various business and government 
organisations.

STUDY TOUR TO CHENGDU 2018
Location: China
Students from the Faculty of 
Business, Communication and Law 
(FOBCAL) arranged a study trip 
to China as part of their initiative 
to learn more about the Chinese 
culture. The students visited many 
prominent national landmarks 
including the Chengdu Aeronautic 
Vocational & Technical College 
and Tencent Group. This tour 
played a significant role in their 
study experience as the activities 
done allowed them to appreciate 
the culture and to develop their 
analytical skills based on a global 
perspective.

EARTHQUAKE COMPETITION:   
2018 IDEERS
Location: Taiwan
A group of Engineering students 
from INTI International University 
has won various awards at the 
2018 IDEERS (Introducing and 
Demonstrating Earthquake 
Engineering Research in Schools), 
an international engineering 
competition held in Taiwan. The 
competition was jointly organised 
by several agencies including 
the Taiwan National Center 
for Research on Earthquake 
Engineering	and	the	Asia-Pacific	
Network of Centers for Earthquake 
Engineering Research.

COVENTRY UNIVERSITY STUDY TRIP 
2018
Location: UK
The School of Engineering and 
Technology in INTI International 
College	Penang	recently	organized	
a study trip to Coventry University, 
UK to provide students with the 
opportunity to interact with foreign 
students as well as broaden their 
knowledge of the environment in 
the real world industry. Students 
also gained exposure from various 
industry field visits and benefited 
from the career-focused itinerary.

“When I first joined the Japanese Culture Anime 
Club (JCAC), I enjoyed how friendly and open 
everyone was. What I am most grateful for is how 
the club has taught me to be more outspoken and 
assertive. My most memorable moment was when 
the JCAC jointly held a gaming event in 2015. The 
camaraderie and the experience of working together 
as a team to organise and participate in the event 
were unforgettable.”

RINA TAN
Assistant	Event	Planner,	
Japanese Culture Anime Club (JCAC)

“Being a part of the club allowed me to unleash 
my potential by helping me explore my skills and 
capabilities beyond my comfort zone, and enabled 
me to establish a solid foundation with like-minded 
entrepreneurs. It also provided me with many 
opportunities to emcee numerous tech industry 
related forums and discussions which in turn 
helped me improve my organisational and time 
management skills.”

JOSHUA MATHEWS
Technopreneur Club

“I would not have succeeded without a dynamic 
and committed team with me, along with guidance 
from dedicated Lions and INTI staff. My experiences 
have molded me into a stronger leader and 
tremendously enhanced my soft skills. My fondest 
memory with the Leo Club was at the Leo Forum in 
Penang where I met fellow Leos from all over the 
country and had the honour of receiving several 
awards and giving my last speech as president.”

GRACE LIM YEN-TZER
President, 
Leo Club of INTI International College Subang

PASSION 
TAKES YOU
PLACES AT INTI, WE HELP YOU SOAR!

EMBRACE. EXPLORE. EXCITE.
INTI International University & Colleges isn’t just about 
academic programs alone. Across all of its six campuses in 
Malaysia, students are encouraged to embrace their passion 
and enhance their skills in a meaningful way. With a range of 
clubs and societies that offer a host of activities and interests, 
along with the opportunity to participate in study trips around 
the globe, INTI provides a nurturing environment that truly lets 
you spread your wings and expand your horizons.

Beyond that, INTI is a place where you can form bonds and 
friendships that will last you for a lifetime, while acquiring 
the soft skills that will hold you in good stead wherever you 
go in life. This pursuit of passion and camaraderie among our 
students has driven them to greater heights with a host of self-
initiated projects that have taken them across the globe.
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A MIND IS A
TERRIBLE
THING TO
LOSE HEALTHY MIND. HEALTHY BODY.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP OUR STUDENTS 
ACHIEVE BOTH.
It’s a fact, that college is not a walk in the park. The transition 
from high school to college is a significant change in one’s 
lifestyle and being away from friends and family in a new and 
unfamiliar environment can be daunting. For many students, 
this transition, while exciting, can be tough to cope with.

According to the Ministry of Health, Malaysia, in 2016 alone, 
one in five Malaysian students suffered from mental health 
problems. What’s worse, a prolonged state of mental health  
issues can result in permanent consequences, including 
schizophrenia, depression, insomnia and ultimately suicidal 
thoughts. According to the World Health Organization, suicide 
was the second leading cause of death among individuals 
aged between 15-29 years old, with a suicide attempt 
occurring every three seconds. 

AS A STUDENT AT INTI, YOU’RE 
NEVER ALONE. WE’RE HERE 
FOR YOU.

M- MENTAL(LY)
Adjusting to the rigours of college 
life can be a daunting task. This is 
on top of potential family, health 
and relationship problems which 
may be more than what a student 
can bear. INTI’s professionally 
trained team of student counsellors 
are able to lend a friendly ear 
and a helping hand through free, 
professional student counselling in 
a confident and discreet manner. 
Students are also exposed to 
workshops that highlight pressing 
mental health issues such as 
recognising and addressing 
the risks of suicide, identifying 
depression, ways of combating 
stress and more.

S- SOCIAL(LY)
INTI offers robust social programs 
across all its campuses that 
engage students in a positive and 
meaningful way. At INTI there are a 
rich array of clubs, social networks 
and activities - many of which 
are proactively initiated by fellow 
students - that promote social 
interaction, aid in improving soft 
skills and encourage students to 
contribute to their communities.

E - EMOTIONAL(LY)
Mental health is but one component 
to achieving a well-balanced 
and healthy lifestyle. Emotionally 
healthy people are able to cope 
with the challenges that life throws 
at them and have the ability to 
establish and maintain healthy 
social ties with those around them. 
To avoid feelings of isolation or 
alienation, INTI assigns a senior 
student mentor to new students 
who guide and help them to adjust 
to academic life. Students can also 
participate in group counselling 
sessions to understand the 
dynamics and nuances of managing 
relationships and learn to cope with 
life’s challenges.

A - ACADEMICAL(LY)
The demanding pace of higher 
education requires students to 
rapidly master a host of technical 
skills and new ways of learning to 
succeed. With the integration of the 
Blackboard Learning Management 
system into INTI’s first year 
experience programs, students gain 
a bird’s eye view of their progress 
and can easily identify areas for 
improvement with the help of their 
lecturers and academic staff. 
These are also supplemented 
with regular workshops that help 
acclimatise students to the rapid 
pace of learning and usage of the 
Blackboard system.

To help you adapt to the demands of college life, INTI has developed 
the MESA PROGRAMME. Developed by INTI’s team of experienced 
student counsellors through research in established student 
counselling methodologies, MESA serves as a bedrock for students 
throughout their journey at INTI, helping students to excel Mentally, 
Emotionally, Socially and Academically (MESA).

Providing	a	support	group	and	source	for	counselling	and	guidance,	
MESA helps new and current students to cope with the demands of 
academic life and provides various platforms for them to develop 
into well-adjusted, successful individuals in life. Here’s how various 
aspects	of	the	INTI	MESA	Programme	contribute	to	the	mental	
health and happiness of our students:

MEET SOME OF INTI’S COUNSELLING TEAM.
WE’RE HERE FOR YOU.
All INTI campuses have accredited and professionally trained counsellors 
who are available for consultation and counselling services.

With a Master of Counselling from the University of Malaya and a 
degree in Science and Education (Guidance and Counselling) from 
University Technology Malaysia, Siow Yen has extensive experience 
in dealing with students enduring relationship issues, depression, 
addiction and more.

LIM SIOW YEN
Student Counsellor

With M. Edu in Guidance and Counselling from the National University 
of Malaysia, Ker Shin has a friendly smile and a kind word for everyone 
she meets and is a familiar face at INTI. She has extensive experience 
in counselling students on life issues and also conducts regular 
workshops for personal management and development.

TEOW KER SHIN
Student Counsellor
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2 Years

INTI Diploma 
(Civil or Mechanical Engineering; 
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Electrical & Electronic Engineering)

2.5 Years

Cambridge	A	Level	(CAL)	/
New South Wales Higher School Certificate 

(NSW	HSC)	/	SACE	International	 
(formerly known as South Australian Matriculation - SAM)

1 to 1.5 Years

Foundation in Science
1 Year

INTI International University Degree
(Civil, Mechanical) - 4 Years,

Quantity Surveying - 3.5 Years)

3+0 Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering,

Coventry University, UK
3 Years
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ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS

Engineering Degree

STPM:	
Minimum 2C including Mathematics and 
Physics

A Levels: 
Minimum	“Good	Principal	Passes”	C	and	
above	for	Mathematics	and	Physics
Note: “PASS GRADE  D – Subject to approval from HOP & 
Registrar with remedial Classes”

UEC: 
Minimum 5 credits, including Mathematics 
and	Physics

Local Matriculation: 
Minimum	CGPA	2.0

Foundation	from	other	University	/	
College: 
Minimum	CGPA	2.0

WAEC/NECO:	
Maximum aggregate of 15 points out of  
best 5 subjects, inclusive of minimum  
B’s	in	Mathematics	and	Physics

Diploma	/	Advance	Diploma	/	Degree	/	
equivalent: 
Pass
•	 Subject	to	School	discretion	after	

reviewing transcript & syllabus. Max 
credit transfer of 30% of the program 
total credits

Other qualifications deemed equivalent to 
STPM	/	A-Level	by	Malaysian	Qualifications	
Agency: 
Minimum overall average of 65%, inclusive 
of minimum 65% in Mathematics and 
Physics

International Baccalaureate: 
Minimum	26/42	points	from	6	subjects	
(inclusive	Mathematics	&	Physics	/
Chemistry)

SACE International:
(formerly known as South Australian Matriculation - 
SAM) 
Minimum average of 65% in 5 subjects, 
inclusive of minimum scores of 65% in 
Mathematics	and	Physics

Diploma in Civil Engineering
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 
Diploma in Electrical & Electronic 
Engineering

SPM	/	O	Level:		
3Cs	including	Mathematics	and	1	Science	/	
Technical	/	Vocational	subject	and	a	pass  
in English

IGCSE O-Level: 
3Cs (including Maths and one Science 
subject, and pass in English)

IELTS: 
5.0 or equivalent for International Students

UEC: 
3Bs (including Maths & Science, pass in 
English)
 
STPM/equivalent:	
Pass	in	STPM	or	equivalent	with	a	pass	
in	SPM	Maths,	English		and	1	Science/
Technical/Vocational	subject
 
IB: 
Passed	International	Baccalaureate	(IB)	
Middle	Years	Programme	(MYP)	Certificate	
including English with Credit in Maths and 
one Science subject
 
Engineering	/	Technology	Engineering	
Certificate: 
Recognised certificate
 
Vocational	/	Technical	/	Skills	Certficate:	
Recognised certificate with 1 year of  
related working experience or 1 semester  
of bridging programme
 
Foundation	/	Pre-U	/	Matriculation:
Related	foundation/pre-u/matriculation	
programme  approved by Ministry of Higher 
Education	with	credit	in	SPM	Maths	and	1	
Science/Technical/	Vocational	subject

Diploma in Quantity Surveying

SPM	/	O	Level:		
3Cs (including Mathematics, and Bahasa 
Malaysia or English)

Bachelor of Science (Hons) Quantity 
Surveying

Foundation: 
CGPA	2.50	and	above

Diploma: 
CGPA	2.67	and	above

STPM:	
2	grade	C	(NGMP	2.0)	and	above

SACE: 
5 courses with TER 70

NSW-HSC: 
10 courses with ATAR 70 and above

TEE: 
4 or 5 courses with TER 70 and above

ATAR: 
Year 12 with 70 above

CPU:	
6 courses with average score of 65 and 
above

UEC: 
5 courses with grade B and above

A Level: 
2 courses passed
 
Plus:	
SPM	with	3	credits	including	Mathematics	
and Bahasa Malaysia or English

English Requirements

•	 Pass	in	the	English	Language	subject	
at	SPM/UEC	level;	or	MUET	Band	5;	or	
a	score	of	196	(computer-based)	/	525	
(writing-based)	/	69-70	(internet-based)	
in TOEFL; or Band 5.5 in IELTS.

•	 In	the	event	that	the	English	Language	
Requirements are not met, student may 
be required to undertake additional 
English module(s) prior to or concurrently 
with the undergraduate program, based 
on the University’s decision.

* International students holding equivalent academic 
qualifications but which are not conducted in English,  
are required to sit for the English Placement Test (EPT)

FOUNDATION 
IN SCIENCE

Students are prepared for 
admission into Engineering-
related degrees at INTI. They 
will be equipped with a solid 
fundamental knowledge of 
their fields of studies, which 
include	Physics,	Chemistry,	
Mathematics, English and Basic 
Computing.

Programme structure

•	 Chemistry	1
•		 Chemistry	2
•		 English	Language	Skills	1
•		 English	Language	Skills	2
•		 General	Studies
•		 Mathematics	1
•		 Mathematics	2
•		 Self-Development	Skills
•		 Skills	for	Creative	Thinking

Elective	papers	for	Biological	Science	Pathway
•		 Basic	Computing
•		 Biology	1
•		 Biology	2
•		 Statistics

Elective	papers	for	Pure	Science	Pathway
•		 Biology	1
•		 Biology	2
•		 Physics	1
•		 Physics	2

Elective	papers	for	Engineering	Pathway
•		 Physics	1
•		 Physics	2
•		 Engineering	Mechanics
•		 Basic	Computing	

Learning approach

Students	will	be	introduced	to	Problem-based	
Learning, group discussions and  projects to help 
them develop study skills, presentation skills, 
research skills and time management. This will 
further enhance their critical and analytical 
skills and prepare them for the demands of 
tertiary studies and the working world.

Assessment

Assessment of individual courses in 
the	Foundation	Programme	consists	of 
two components: 
•	 Continuous	coursework	(50%)
•	 Final	examination	(50%)

The continuous coursework component 
comprises different tasks such as projects, 
assignments, laboratory work, presentations 
& tests, and others assigned throughout each 
semester. The final examination is conducted at 
the end of each semester. The assessments are 
subject to quality assurance procedures 
to maintain high standards and ensure 
fair assessment.

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R/010/3/0198)03/2019	-	MQA/A10019

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

INTI International College Subang
KPT/JPT(N/010/3/0445)04/2022-	MQA/FA8898	

INTI	International	College	Penang
KPT/JPT(N/010/3/0422)09/2021	-	MQA/FA8334

   INTAKES: JAN, APR & AUG

Duration

1 Year
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DIPLOMA IN
CIVIL 
ENGINEERING

Students are provided with a 
solid foundation in computing, 
mathematical, drawing and 
communication skills and the 
basics of civil engineering 
disciplines. They will be 
equipped with skills to design, 
develop, manufacture, construct 
and maintain civil engineering 
products, systems and services. 

We also help students develop 
multi-disciplinary teamwork 
and leadership skills, as well as 
proficiency in written and oral 
communication. 

This programme covers a 
comprehensive range of courses, 
including soft skills training and 
internships with reputable civil 
engineering-based companies, 
and classroom learning with 
reference to industrial-related 
projects. 

The programme meets the 
guidelines set by the Malaysian 
Qualifications Agency (MQA), 
and has been granted full 
accreditation by MQA since 
2001.

Programme structure

Level 1
•	 Civil	Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	3
•	 Technical	English	
•	 Engineering	Drawing	
•	 Engineering	Statics	
•	 Materials	for	Civil	Engineering	
•	 Physics	
•	 Programme	Logic	Formulation
•	 Strength	of	Materials
•	 Surveying	(Theory	&	Practices)

Level 2
•	 Highway	and	Traffic	Engineering
•	 Construction	Technology	&	Practices
•	 Steel	Design
•	 Reinforced	Concrete	Design	
•	 Fluid	Mechanics	
•	 Professional	Development
•	 Project	–	Civil	Engineering
•	 Soil	Mechanics	
•	 Structural	Analysis

Internship

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Co-curriculum
•	 Design	Thinking
•	 Green	Future	Malaysia
•	 Malaysian	Studies	2	(Local	students)	/		 	
 Communication in Malay 1B 
 (International Students)
•	 Media	Literacy	for	Personal	Branding

Highlights

•	 Recognised	by	Singapore	Institute	of	
Engineering Technologist, Singapore

•	 Well	recognised	by	the	UK	and	Australian	
universities

•	 Credits	can	be	transferred	to	the	B.Eng	(Hons)	
in Civil Engineering programme

•	 Soft	skills	and	internships	provide	students	
with transferable skills and working 
experience

Career opportunities

Clerk-of-Work,	Construction	Project 
Coordinator, Engineering Design Assistant, 
Product	Engineer,	Site	Engineer	Assistant, 
Site Safety Officer, Technical Site Supervisor

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R/526/4/0053)04/2019	-	A10297

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Duration

2.5 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.

DIPLOMA IN 
ELECTRICAL 
& ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING

Students are introduced to 
basic Electrical & Electronic 
Engineering principles with 
hands-on experiences to 
emphasise on the areas of 
Electronic Circuit Analysis, 
Control Systems, Electrical 
Machines	&	Electric	Power	
Systems, as well as 
Telecommunications. Students 
are also able to develop the 
ability to apply ICT knowledge in 
engineering analysis, simulation 
and control through various 
software such as C++ and 
MATLAB.

Programme structure

Level 1
•	 Analogue	Electronics
•	 Circuit	Theory	&	Electronic	Devices
•	 Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	3
•	 Physics
•	 	Programme	Logic	Formulation
•	 Structured	Programming
•	 Structures	&	Properties	of	Materials
•	 Technical	English

Level 2
•	 Electric	Power	Systems	&	Machines
•	 Electromagnetic	Field	Theory
•	 Introduction	to	Digital	Electronics
•	 Introduction	to	Embedded	Systems
•	 Introduction	to	Power	Electronics	&	Drives
•	 Modern	Control	Systems	Engineering
•	 Object-Oriented	Programming	in	Java
•	 Professional	Development
•	 Project
•	 Telecommunication	Systems

Internship

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 	Co-curriculum
•	 Critical	Thinking	for	Better	Communication
•	 Green	Future	Malaysia
•	 Malaysian	Studies	2	(Local	students)	/	 	
 Communication in Malay 1B
 (International Students)
•	 Media	Literacy	for	Personal	Branding

Highlights

•	 Provides	sophisticated	knowledge	in	the	
Electrical & Electronic field

•	 Practical	emphasis	through	laboratory 
work and computer-aided design software

•	 First-hand	practical	experience	through	Final	
Year	Project	and	Internship

Career opportunities

Design, Research or Development Engineer 
Assistant,	Production	Engineer,	Service	Engineer,	
Technical Support Engineer 

Duration

2.5 Years

Offered at

INTI	International	College	Penang
KPT/JPT(R2/523/4/0386)03/2023	-	A10001

   INTAKES: JAN, APR & AUG

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.
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DIPLOMA IN 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING

Students are provided with 
foundation skills needed to 
conceive and produce the 
moving parts, components and 
machinery in every aspect of 
manufacturing. They will be 
equipped with broad-based 
mechanical engineering 
knowledge in both theoretical 
and practical aspects. 
This programme covers a 
comprehensive range of courses 
in mechanical engineering.

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R/521/4/0064)03/2019	-	A10107

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Programme structure

Level 1
•	 Circuit	Theory
•	 Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Dynamics
•	 Engineering	Statics
•	 English	Communication	Skills
•	 Mathematics	1
•	 Mathematics	2
•	 Mathematics	3
•	 Mechanics	of	Engineering	Materials
•	 Physics
•	 Structured	Programming
•	 Structure	&	Properties	of	Materials

Level 2
•	 Communicative	Foreign	Language
•	 Engineering	Drawing	2	– 
 Mechanical Engineering
•	 Engineering	Thermodynamics
•	 Fluid	Mechanics
•	 Introduction	to	Control	Systems
•	 Mechanics	of	Machines
•	 Professional	Development
•	 Project	–	Mechanical	Engineering
•	 Workshop	Technology	&	Workshop	Practice

Internship

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Co-curriculum
•	 Design	Thinking
•	 Green	Future	Malaysia
•	 Malaysian	Studies	2	(Local	students)	/	 	
 Communication in Malay 1B
 (International Students)
•	 Media	Literacy	for	Personal	Branding

Highlights

•	 Recognised	by	Singapore	Institute	of	
Engineering	Technologist,	Singapore**

•	 Well	recognised	by	UK	and	Australian	
Universities 

•	 Soft	skills	and	internships	provide 
students with transferable skills and working 
experience

Career opportunities

Mechanical Engineer Assistant, Automotive 
Engineer Assistant, Application Engineer 
Assistant, Sales Engineer Assistant, Mould 
Design	Assistant,	Process	Technician,	
Maintenance	Technician,	QA	/	QC	Assistant	

Duration

2.5 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.
**Only available at Nilai campus.

Offered at

INTI International College Subang
KPT/JPT(R/521/4/0073)09/2019	-	A5764

INTI	International	College	Penang
KPT/JPT(N/521/4/0143)09/2021	-	MQA/PA8568

   INTAKES: JAN, APR & AUG 

Sample programme structure

Level 1
•	 Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Dynamics
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	3
•	 Engineering	Statics
•	 Mechanics	of	Engineering	Materials
•	 Physics
•	 Programme	Logic	Formulation
•	 Structure	&	Properties	of	Materials
•	 Technical	English

Level 2
•	 Electrical	Power	&	Machines
•	 Engineering	Drawing	2	–	 
 Mechanical Engineering
•	 Engineering	Thermodynamics	1
•	 Engineering	Thermodynamics	2
•	 Fluid	Mechanics	1
•	 Fluid	Mechanics	2
•	 Machine	Components	Design
•	 Mechanics	of	Machines
•	 Professional	Development
•	 Project	–	Mechanical	Engineering
•	 Workshop	Technology	&	Workshop	Practice

Internship

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Co-curriculum
•	 Green	Future	Malaysia
•	 Malaysian	Studies	2	(Local	students)	/	 	
 Communication in Malay 1B
 (International Students)
•	 Media	Literacy	for	Personal	Branding
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DIPLOMA IN 
QUANTITY 
SURVEYING

Programme accredited by 
Royal Institution of Surveyors 
Malaysia

Students are provided with 
a foundation in the Quantity 
Surveying practice. Quantity 
Surveying is developed 
progressively from the 
elementary concepts underlying 
planning, estimates and 
measurement of building 
materials as per the Standard 
Method of Measurement, 
preparation of tender 
documents, cost control, 
cost analysis, contract 
administration and management 
of building production in the 
construction industry. They 
are prepared with the skills to 
undertake a wider role in 
multi-disciplinary teams and 
a leading role in providing 
appropriate professional 
services that maximise value 
and minimise risk.

Programme structure

Level 1
•	 Building	Services
•	 Construction	Contracts	&	Law
•	 Construction	Materials
•	 Construction	Technology	1
•	 English	Communication	Skills
•	 Financial	Management	for	Construction
•	 Introduction	to	Quantity	Surveying
•	 Measurement	1
•	 Principles	of	Economics
•	 Principles	of	Information	Technology
•	 Quantitative	Methods
•	 Technical	Drawing

Level 2
•	 Building	Structures
•	 Construction	Technology	2
•	 Estimating
•	 Measurement	2
•	 Planning	Practice	&	Law
•	 Professional	Quantity	Surveying	Practice
•	 Project	–	Quantity	Surveying	&	Construction		
•	 Property	&	Building	Economics
•	 Surveying	1**
•	 Land	Surveying***
•	 Project	Management	for	Construction

Internship

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Co-curriculum
•	 Green	Future	Malaysia
•	 Malaysian	Studies	2	(Local	students)	/	 	
 Communication in Malay 1B
 (International Students)
•	 Media	Literacy	for	Personal	Branding

Highlights

•	 Recognised	by	Singapore	Institute	of	
Engineering	Technologist,	Singapore**

•	 Well	received	by	the	UK	and	Australian	
universities 

•	 Provides	the	latest	teaching	methods	to	meet	
market demands

•	 Receives	full	accreditation	from	MQA	
and RISM (Royal Institution of Surveyors 
Malaysia)**

Career opportunities

Assistant Quantity Surveyor, Contract Executive

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R/526/4/0094)07/2020	-	MQA/FA4552

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

INTI International College Subang
KPT/JPT(N/526/4/0120)03/2021	-	MQA/PA6628

   INTAKES: JAN, APR & AUG

Duration

2.5 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.
**Only available at Nilai campus.
***Only available at Subang campus.

BACHELOR OF 
ENGINEERING 
(HONS) IN 
CIVIL 
ENGINEERING

Students will gain knowledge of 
various civil engineering fields, 
such as structural analysis & 
design, material engineering, 
geotechnical & soil mechanics, 
hydraulics & hydrology in 
water engineering, highway & 
traffic engineering, as well as 
exposure to construction project 
management, contracts and 
estimating of costs. 

We also provide soft skills 
training as well as internships 
at reputable civil engineering-
based companies, and 
classroom learning with 
reference to industrial-related 
projects. 

The programme has been 
granted accreditation by the 
Engineering Accreditation 
Council (EAC) since 2012.

Highlights

•	 The	programme	receives	full	accreditation	by	
the Engineering Accreditation Council (EAC) 
Malaysia under the Washington Accord.

The Washington Accord, signed in 1989, is 
an international agreement among bodies 
responsible for accrediting engineering 
degree programs. It recognizes the substantial 
equivalency of programs accredited by those 
bodies and recommends that graduates of 
programs accredited by any of the signatory 
bodies be recognized by the other bodies as 
having met the academic requirements for entry 
to the practice of engineering, normally of four 
years duration. Washington Accord Signatories 
have full rights of participation in the Accord; 
qualifications accredited or recognized by other 
signatories are recognized by each signatory 
as being substantially equivalent to accredited 
or recognized qualifications within its own 
jurisdiction.

•	 Course	incorporates	the	needs	of	industries
•	 Industrial	lectures	by	leaders	of	the	

engineering industry
•	 Soft	skills	and	internships	to	provide	

students with transferable skills and working 
experience

•	 Recognized	by	Board	of	Engineers	Malaysia
•	 Recognised	by	Singapore	Institute	of	

Engineering Technologist, Singapore

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.
**Offering of electives, please consult the Head of Programme.

Career opportunities

Consulting Engineer, Design Engineer, Research 
or	Development	Engineer,	Project	Manager,	 
Risk Analyst, Contractor, Developer, Civil 
Engineering	Product	Specialist,	Government	Civil	
Service,	University	Lecturer	&	Professor	

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R2/526/6/0040)06/2023	-	MQA/FA4368

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Duration

4 Years
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Programme structure

Year 1
•	 Civil	Engineering	Fundamentals
•	 Civil	Engineering	Materials
•	 Engineering	Geology	
•	 Electrical	Circuits
•	 Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2
•	 Engineering	Statics
•	 Introduction	to	Programming
•	 University	English

Year 2
•	 Soil	Mechanics	&	Geotechnical	Engineering
•	 Engineering	Hydrology	
•	 Analytical	Methods
•	 Civil	Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Dynamics
•	 Fluids	Mechanics
•	 Mechanics	of	Materials
•	 Structural	Analysis	1
•	 Surveying

Year 3
•	 Structural	Analysis	II
•	 Engineering	Perspectives
•	 Construction	Technology
•	 Environmental	Engineering	
•	 Design	of	Structural	Steelwork
•	 Estimating	&	Contract
•	 Foundation	in	Engineering
•	 Highway	&	Traffic	Engineering
•	 Industrial	Training
•	 Open	Channel	Hydraulics
•	 Reinforced	Concrete	Design

Year 4
•	 Integrated	Engineering	Design	Project
•	 Elective	I
•	 Elective	II
•	 Final	Year	Project	I
•	 Final	Year	Project	II	
•	 Reinforced	&	Pre-stressed	Concrete	Design
•	 Engineering	Economics
•	 Project	Management	for	Civil	Engineering

General	Elective**	I
•	 Advance	Highway	Engineering
•	 Advanced	Steel	Design
•	 Water	and	Waste	Water	Systems

General	Elective**	II
•	 Water	Engineering

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Community	Service	&	Co-curriculum
•	 Entrepreneurship	
•	 Ethnic	Relations	(Local	students)	/	Malay		
 Communication 2 (International students)
•	 Islamic	&	Asian	Civilisation	(Local	students)/		
 Malaysian Studies (International students)
•	 Presentation	Skills

BACHELOR OF 
ENGINEERING 
(HONS) IN 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING

Students will be prepared for 
careers in energy transfer 
& analysis, machine & 
electromechanical designs, 
manufacturing & production, 
ergonomics & man-machine 
symbiosis, environmental 
design & analysis as well as 
new technologies such as 
robotics and numerical control 
machining. 

The Mechanical Engineering 
discipline expects its alumni, 
who, after being involved in the 
industry or academia 
for at least 4 years:

•	To	assume	positions	of	
technical expertise in 
mechanical engineering and 
related fields

•		To	remain	committed	to	
professional development

You will also learn to develop 
business, interpersonal and 
managerial skills to progress 
quickly into responsible 
positions in mechanical or 
manufacturing industries and 
their supply chains.

The programme has been 
granted accreditation by 
the Malaysian Qualifications 
Agency (MQA) in 2011, and 
accreditation by the Engineering 
Accreditation Council (EAC) 
since 2012.

Programme structure

Year 1
•	 Electrical	Circuits
•	 Engineering	Drawing
•	 Engineering	Materials
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2
•	 Engineering	Perspectives
•	 Engineering	Statics
•	 Introduction	to	Programming
•	 University	English

Year 2
•	 Analytical	Methods
•	 Electronic	&	Microprocessors
•	 Electrical		Power	&	Machines
•	 Engineering	Dynamics
•	 Fluid	Mechanics	1	
•	 Fluid	Mechanics	2
•	 Machine	Drawing
•	 Solid	Mechanics
•	 Thermodynamics	1
•	 Thermodynamics	2

Year 3
•	 Design	of	Machine	Elements
•	 Engineering	Design	Project
•	 Engineering	Economics
•	 Heat	Transfer
•	 Industrial	Training
•	 Instrumentation	&	Control
•	 Manufacturing	Processes
•	 Mechanics	&	Materials
•	 Operations	&	Quality	Management

Year 4
•	 Engineering	Elective	1
•	 Engineering	Elective	2
•	 Final	Year	Project
•	 Professional	Practice	
•	 Project	Management	&	Product	Development
•	 Sustainable	Energy	Systems
•	 Vibration

Highlights

•	 The	programme	receives	full	accreditation	by	
the Engineering Accreditation Council (EAC) 
Malaysia under the Washington Accord.

The Washington Accord, signed in 1989, is 
an international agreement among bodies 
responsible for accrediting engineering 
degree programs. It recognizes the substantial 
equivalency of programs accredited by those 
bodies and recommends that graduates of 
programs accredited by any of the signatory 
bodies be recognized by the other bodies as 
having met the academic requirements for entry 
to the practice of engineering, normally of four 
years duration. Washington Accord Signatories 
have full rights of participation in the Accord; 
qualifications accredited or recognized by other 
signatories are recognized by each signatory 
as being substantially equivalent to accredited 
or recognized qualifications within its own 
jurisdiction.

•	 Course	incorporates	the	needs	of	industries
•	 Industrial	lectures	by	leaders	of	the	

engineering industry
•	 Students	gain	industrial	experience	through
 industry visits and internship
•	 Students	are	equipped	with	transferable	skills	

and industrial experience after completion of 
the course

•	 Recognized	by	Board	of	Engineers	Malaysia
•	 Member	of	Institution	of	Mechanical	Engineers	

(iMechE) Student Chapter

Career opportunities

Mechanical	/	Manufacturing	Engineer, 
Oil	/	Gas	Engineer,	Automotive	Engineer, 
Design Engineer, Technical Support Engineer 

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R2/521/6/0056)02/2023	-	MQA/FA4088

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Duration

4 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.
**Offering of electives, please consult the Head of Programme.
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General	elective**	subjects
•	 Air	Conditioning	&	Refrigeration
•	 Computational	Thermofluids
•	 Embedded	Systems	1
•	 Ergonomics
•	 Finite	Element	Method
•	 Hydraulics	&	Pneumatics
•	 Manufacturing	Systems
•	 Robotics

Oil	&	Gas	elective**	subjects
•	 Air	Conditioning	&	Refrigeration
•	 Computational	Thermofluids

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Community	Service	&	Co-curriculum
•	 Entrepreneurship	
•	 Ethnic	Relations	(Local	students)	/	Malay		
 Communication 2 (International students)
•	 Islamic	&	Asian	Civilisation	(Local	students)/		
 Malaysian Studies (International students)
•	 Presentation	Skills

BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE 
(HONS) 
QUANTITY 
SURVEYING

Programme accredited by the 
Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors, UK

and Lembaga Juruukur Bahan 
Malaysia

Students will be prepared 
to manage the financial and 
procurement processes of 
construction projects. 

This may include tasks such 
as preparing cost plans and 
estimates, bills of quantities, 
tender appraisals, valuations of 
interim payments, project audits 
and life cycle costing. 

Studies include cost planning, 
cost control, building development 
techniques, building research, 
measurement software application, 
measurement of quantities of 
building & infrastructure work 
and handling of construction legal 
issues. 

Industrial-related projects are 
blended into the courses to provide 
direct industrial experience, 
aside from industrial visits and 
internships.

Programme structure

Year 1
•	 Building	Structures
•	 Construction	Contract	&	Law	1
•	 Construction	Materials
•	 Construction	Technology	1
•	 Construction	Technology	2
•	 Technical	Drawing
•	 Introduction	to	Quantity	Surveying
•	 Quantitative	Methods
•	 Surveying
•	 Technical	English

Year 2
•	 Building	Environment	&	Services	1
•	 Building	Environment	&	Services	2
•	 Construction	Contract	&	Law	2
•	 Contract	Administration	1
•	 Cost	Planning
•	 Development	Economics
•	 Estimating	1
•	 Estimating	2
•	 Measurement	1
•	 Measurement	2

Year 3
•	 Construction	Economics
•	 Contract	Administration	2
•	 Cost	Control	1
•	 Estimating	3
•	 Internship
•	 Measurement	3

Year 4
•	 Construction,	Contract	&	Law	3
•	 Cost	Control	2
•	 Project	–	Quantity	Surveying
•	 Project	Management	for	Construction
•		 Research	Methods

Internship / Industrial Training

MPU subjects

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Co-curriculum
•	 Corporate	Social	Responsibility	
•	 Design	Thinking
•	 Ethnic	Relations	(Local	students)	/	Malay		
 Communication 2 (International students)
•	 Islamic	&	Asian	Civilisation	(Local	students)/ 
 Malaysian Studies (International students)

Highlights

•	 Recognised	by	Singapore	Institute	of	
Engineering Technologist, Singapore

•	 Programme	meets	the	requirements	
established by professional bodies such as 
the Board of Quantity Surveyors Malaysia and 
Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA)

•	 The	programme	receives	full	accreditation	
by the Board of Quantity Surveyors Malaysia 
and also from Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors (RICS), UK 

•	 Student	will	be	exposed	to	the	latest	taking	
off methods, such as Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) approach, in order to 
analyze and simulate construction cost more 
effectively and efficiently

Career opportunities

Consultant Quantity Surveyor, 
Resident Quantity Surveyor, 
Contractors’ Quantity Surveyor

Offered at

INTI International University
KPT/JPT(R/526/6/0111)02/2021	-	MQA/FA8794

  INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Duration

3.5 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM.

Glodon Building Information Modelling (BIM) software
a. INTI is among the first private institutions of higher learning 

in the country to collaborate with Glodon in introducing this 
industrial software systems

b. Student will be exposed to the latest taking off method to  
meet market demands
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3+0 BACHELOR
OF ENGINEERING 
(HONS) IN 
ELECTRICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING

This three years engineering 
course allows students to access 
to the latest technologies in the 
fields of electrical and electronic 
engineering. From the outset the 
emphasis is placed on innovation, 
design and development which 
will enrich students’ technical and 
transferable skills. 

In collaboration with
Coventry University, UK

In collaboration with Motorola 
Solutions

Motorola Solutions Foundation

Programme Structure

Year 1
•	 Analogue	and	Digital	Electronics	1
•	 Electrical	Engineering	1
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	1
•	 Introduction	to	Computer	Engineering
•	 Introduction	to	Project	management
•	 Professional	Skills
•	 Systems	Project

Year 2
•	 Academic	Writing	2:	Developing	Skill	in	

Academic Writing
•	 Analogue	and	Digital	Electronics	2
•	 Communication	Systems	1	(Elective)
•	 Control	and	Instrumentation	1	(Elective)
•	 Electrical	Engineering	2
•	 Embedded	Microprocessors	Group	Project
•	 Engineering	Mathematics	2

Year 3
•	 Advanced	Digital	Systems
•	 Advanced	Electronics
•	 Communication	Systems	2	(Elective)
•	 Control	and	Instrumentation	2	(Elective)
•	 Electrical	Power	Systems
•	 Global	Leadership
•	 Individual	Project	Preparation
•	 Individual	Project	Realisation

MPU Subjects

•	 Community	Service	&	Co-curriculum	3
•	 Ethnic	Relations	(Local	students)	/	

Communicating in Malay 2 (International 
students)

•	 Islamic	&	Asian	Civilisation	(Local	students)	/		
 Malaysian Studies 3 (International students)

•	 Bahasa	Kebangsaan	A*
•	 Corporate	Social	Responsibility
•	 Design	Thinking

Career opportunities

Technical	Support	Engineer,	Design	/
Research & Development Engineer,
Production	Engineer	or	Service	Engineer,
Test Development Engineer, Software Engineer

Offered at

INTI	International	College	Penang
KPT/JPT(N/253/6/0279)12/2020	-	MQA/FA8104

   INTAKES: JAN, APR & AUG

Duration

3 Years

*For Malaysian students who do not have a credit in SPM BM
Note: This programme does not lead to the recognition from 
the Board of Engineers Malaysia.

AMERICAN 
DEGREE 
TRANSFER 
PROGRAM
(AUP)

Having pioneered the 
introduction of American 
education more than 25 
years ago, INTI has the most 
established American Degree 
Transfer	Program	(AUP)	in	
Malaysia.

Students can choose from more 
than 300 United States and 
Canadian universities. INTI 
students have been accepted 
into Ivy League and Ivy League 
Standard universities like the 
University	of	Pennsylvania,	
Brown University, University 
of Michigan, University of 
California, University of 
Wisconsin,	Purdue	University	 
and more.

Popular universities for business

US universities
•	 Binghamton	University
•	 Indiana	University	of	Pennsylvania
•	 Michigan	State	University
•	 Ohio	State	University
•	 Purdue	University
•	 Southern	New	Hampshire	University
•	 University	of	Iowa
•	 University	of	Missouri
•	 University	of	Nebraska,	Lincoln
•	 University	of	Oklahom,	Norman
•	 University	of	Wisconsin,	Madison
•	 Winona	State	University

Canadian universities
•	 Acadia	University
•	 Memorial	University	of	Newfoundland
•	 Trent	University
•	 University	of	Brunswick
•	 University	of	Lethbridge
•	 University	of	Manitoba
•	 University	of	Saskatchewan
•	 University	of	Winnipeg

*4+0 Business Programs is offered in Subang & KL Campus.  
For more information, please refer to the American Degree 
Transfer Program (AUP) brochure.

Offered at

INTI International University 
KPT/JPT(R/545/6/0044)03/2020	-	A4606

INTI International College Subang 
KPT/JPT(R/545/6/0035)09/2019	-	A5761

INTI	International	College	Penang 
KPT/JPT(R2/545/6/0064)01/2021	-	A7301

   INTAKES: JAN, MAY & AUG

Duration

2 Years

Program structure

This program enables students to complete 
up to 2 years of the degree studies at 
INTI before transferring to the United States 
to complete their studies.

Popular	majors	(A	partiallist)	pursued	by 
AUP	students	are:
•	 Accounting
•	 Actuarial	Science
•	 Digital	Marketing
•	 Entrepreneurship	Studies
•	 Fashion	Marketing
•	 Finance
•	 Human	Resource	Management
•	 International	Business
•	 Management	Information	System	(MIS)
•	 Supply	Chain	Management



INTI NETWORK
INTI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY DU022(N)  
06-798 2000 |
Persiaran Perdana BBN, 71800 Putra Nilai 

INTI INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE SUBANG DK249-01(B)  
03-5623 2800 |
No. 3, Jalan SS15/8, 47500 Subang Jaya 

INTI INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE KUALA LUMPUR DK075(B)   
03-2052 2888 |
Menara KH, Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur 

INTI INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE PENANG DK249-02(P)  
04-631 0138 |
No. 1-Z, Lebuh Bukit Jambul, 11900 Penang 

INTI COLLEGE NILAI DK249(N) 
06-798 2133  |  
Persiaran Perdana BBN, 71800 Putra Nilai 

INTI COLLEGE SABAH DK249-03(S)
088-765 701 |
Lot. 17-20, Phase 1B, Taman Putatan Baru, 88200 Kota Kinabalu  

All information provided in this guide is correct at the time of printing, and subject to change from time to time. Published: NOV2018

NEWINTI.EDU.MY
fb.com/INTI.edu INTI IU-IICS

SINTI IU-IIC

INTI EDUCATION COUNSELLING CENTRES (266729-P) 
IPOH  05-241 1933  |  No. 258, Jalan Sultan Iskandar, 30000 Ipoh
JOHOR BAHRU  07-364 7537  |  No. 25, 25-01, Jalan Austin Heights 8/1, Taman Austin Heights, 81100 Johor Bahru
KUANTAN  09-560 4657  |  B16, Jalan Seri Kuantan 81, Kuantan Star City II, 25300 Kuantan




